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INTRODUCTION
1. The subject of the National Programme: Bulgaria in NATO and in
European Defence 2020 is the rearmament and modernisation of the Bulgarian Army
after more than 20 years of reforms with no introduction of new combat equipment.
2. In practical terms, the only comprehensive plan for reforms thus far was Plan
2004, but it has not been followed by a Modernisation Plan. All efforts achieved as
much as a list of projects and a declared total sum, amounting to 1 – 2 billion BGN
allocated to their implementation, followed by poorly managed and uncoordinated
contracts for delivery of equipment, without taking into consideration the complex
requirements for building actual capabilities.
3. The result is spending more than 2 billion BGN for new equipment with
practically achieving zero combat capabilities, de-capitalisation of the trading
companies whose principal is the Minister of Defence, low revenues from
decommissioned properties and assets while incurring high expenditures on their
management, insufficiently effective employment of the instruments made available
with the membership in NATO and the EU, regional organisations and through
bilateral cooperation.
4. The new elements in the proposed National Programme which guarantee the
achievement of tangible defence capabilities in the coming 6 – 10 years are:
 Agreement on the increase of defence spending in the coming six years to
reach 2% of the GDP and at least 20% of it to be allocated to investments in
capabilities (with 1.5% allocated to scientific research and development (SRD)).
 Balanced funding of core combat capabilities for the Land Forces, Air
Force, and Navy.
 Improved model, based on good practices, for managing the capability
development throughout their lifecycle with the participation of all interested sides,
including organisations outside the MoD.
 Defining a project portfolio in order to achieve the capabilities, and
introducing project management using PRINCE2 as a model.
 Establishing a state rearmament fund with the revenues derived from
effective management of excess defence assets for the Bulgarian Army.
 Establishing a defence cluster of enterprises, institutes and trading
companies aimed at supporting the implementation of the National Programme with
the development of innovative capacity under EU and NATO programmes,
employment of investment tools in the Euro-Atlantic space.
 Maximising the funding and provision of other resources from NATO, EU,
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and through regional and bilateral cooperation – the level of this provision is to reach
1/3 to 1/2 of the national subsidy.
 Better employment of NATO and EU Agencies aimed at optimising
interoperability and minimising the price of capability acquisition/maintenance.
 Introduction of a monitoring mechanism and risk management at the
National Assembly, Council of Ministers and Ministry of Defence.
5. The National Programme is a product of the joint work of the Chief of
Defence, the Permanent Secretary of Defence, the Deputy Minister of Defence for
defence policy, under the guidance of the Deputy Minister of Defence for resource
management, experts from the Ministry of Defence, the Ministry of Economy and
Energy, and the Ministry of Finance.
6. The approval of the National Programme by the Council of Ministers, the
consent of the political parties and Bulgarian society for its implementation through a
series of decisions by the National Assembly, the Council of Ministers and the
Ministry of Defence, will complete the transition, which has continued for some 3035 years from an army of the Warsaw Pact to a NATO and EU army.
7. The most important factors for the success of the National Programme are
the presence of political will and public support for rearmament of the Bulgarian
Army by a model which precludes the bad management practices of the past years,
and decreases our dependence on countries outside NATO and EU.
A. IDENTIFIED PROBLEM AREAS
I.

State of the Bulgarian Army’s modernisation in 2003 – 2014

8. Building capabilities for participation in the collective defence and
guaranteeing the national security is possible only after acquisition of armament,
equipment and ammunitions corresponding to the modern standards, for whose
implementation a series of projects have been developed and adopted. The goal was
to overcome the technological backwardness and to achieve interoperability with
NATO and EU allies through the implementation of these projects.
9. For the execution of a part of the core modernisation projects1, in 20032014, 1.79 billion BGN were paid, and for their implementation 1.63 billion BGN
were used.
10.
Irrespective of the fact that in this period we acquired new aircraft,
helicopters, ships and transport vehicles, a part of the spent funds made no return in
the form of new capabilities. Therefore, it is imperative for us to look for optimal
decisions on the use of the resources aimed at rearmament and modernisation of the
Armed Forces.
1

The analysis of the modernisation is on the base of the planned and spent financial means distributed among 16
spheres of expenditures (subprojects) of 9 core projects for the modernisation of the Armed Forces.
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II. Releasing the excess real estate and movable assets of the Ministry of
Defence in the interest of defence
11.
The Ministry of Defence manages real estate, which as a result of the
reorganisation of the Armed Forces, is decommissioned from the respective structures
and is not required for the direct execution of the Ministry’s functions. At present, the
decommissioned properties of the MoD number 1106. A great part of the properties
are military units, having a considerable number of buildings and contiguous
infrastructure. The properties are not in a good state of repair because of the wear and
tear that has accumulated during the years, lack of employment/maintenance and
numerous old buildings. Acts of state property have been issued for only a part of
them (798), while acts have to be released for the rest of these properties.
12.
The decommission of property engages directly and indirectly
administrative capacity and leads to additional financial expenditures. In total, the
expenditures on protection, local taxes and charges in 2010 – 2013 amount to 57
million BGN.
13.
The Ministry of Defence releases excess real estate by sales or by
granting properties free of charge to other agencies or municipalities. Between 2010
and 2013 were sold properties with total value around 20 million BGN. Properties
granted free of charge to other agencies in the period between 2010 and 2014 have a
balance value up to 345 million BGN (2 247 buildings and 23 210 000 m2 of land).
The sales revenues cannot cover the expenditures accumulating for the same period of
time.
14.
The state of the properties and the expenditures related to them
point to the conclusion that it is necessary to establish conditions and implement
their accelerated release and disposal.
15.
The Ministry of Defence has developed a Vision on the
decommissioned real estate (establishing a unified state structure tasked to issue acts,
manage and administer the excess real estate). In a long-term perspective, the Vision
provides for an opportunity to resolve the issue with the decommissioned properties
and to achieve considerable effect for the state.
16.
The sales revenues from decommissioned movable assets for the period
2009 – 2014 amount to 106, 3 million BGN. The Ministry’s expenditures amount to
22 million BGN, and additionally the structures spend financial means on
transportation, storage of sold and non-claimed properties, protection and other
activities. Only in 2012 the Ministry made a correction to its budget amounting to 20
million BGN, resulting from over-fulfilment of the plan for its own revenues, which
were spent on paying for Panther helicopters.
17.

The main problem is that the Ministry of Defence has significant
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expenditures on the release of decommissioned movable assets and real estate, while
the revenues from managing them are not used on the implementation of the projects
for rearmament and modernisation of the armed forces.
B: GOAL
III. Force Structure and Capability Packages
a) Force structure.
18.
In accordance with the Constitution of the Republic of Bulgaria, the
armed forces protect the country’s sovereignty and territorial integrity with all
available forces and means. Defence is implemented within the framework of the
collective security and defence.
19.
In order that the Armed Forces effectively fulfil their functions, their
development will be in accordance with the changes in the security environment.
20.
The development of the Armed Forces will continue with preserving the
current functional structure – deployable forces and in-place forces.
21.
The capabilities of the Command and Control System of the Armed
Forces are based on principles guaranteeing its successful functioning: undivided
authority, unity of effort, strict hierarchical organisation and clearly formulated
management. The command relations shall obligatorily lead to achieving efficiency
of the activities, ensuring the execution of the tasks, and utmost clarity thus
precluding ambiguity.
22.
Three levels of leadership, command and control of the Armed Forces
are adopted:
- strategic;
- operational;
- tactical.
23.
The application of this approach will ensure the required base for
capability development and maintenance while establishing favourable conditions
regarding resources.
24.
Priority capabilities for the Armed Forces are the capabilities related to
air security, maritime security, cyber security, to the capability of the Special
Operations Forces to act immediately under any critical circumstances in response to
modern crises and threats, to the assistance of the civilian authorities in cases of
natural and industrial disasters and catastrophes, as well as the effective participation
in operations and in NATO Response Force.
25.
In the long term, it is necessary to acquire key capabilities for modern
operations: aerospace intelligence, reconnaissance and surveillance; building and
maintaining general operational awareness; communications and information support;
7

mobile logistics, activities in urban terrain, during night-time, and in demanding
climatic conditions; protection of the critical infrastructure.
26.
The development and sustainment of capabilities required for the
execution of the tasks stemming from the missions will be implemented under the
following organisational structure of the armed forces (Figure 1):
-

Land Forces;
Air Force;
Navy;
Joint Force Command;
Structures directly subordinated to the Minister of Defence;

ARMED FORCES

BULGARIAN ARMY
MILITARY UNITS
DIRECTLY
SUBORDINATED
TO THE
MINISTER OF
DEFENCE

LAND FORCES

AIR FORCE

NAVY

JOINT FORCES
COMMAND

Fig. 1
27.
Priorities in the development of the Armed Forces until 2020 will be: for
the Land Forces - building battalion battle groups in the mechanised brigades and a
support module2 of South-Eastern Europe Brigade (SEEBRIG); for the Air Force –
capabilities for aerospace intelligence, reconnaissance, surveillance and air policing;
for the Navy – capabilities for naval mine countermeasures, ship navigation
surveillance and control, protection of maritime communications.
b) Affiliation to NATO Force Structure
28.
The core principles for defence investments incorporated in Vision
“Bulgaria in NATO and European defence” define the interoperability as one of the
basic elements in building modern armed forces. A basic tool in this respect is the
2

The support module includes military units for communication-information support and logistics
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process of national force affiliation to NATO Force Structure Headquarters (NFS
HQs).
29.
The affiliation of our units to NATO Force Structure Headquarters will
assist the Armed Forces in their preparation to fulfil their missions and tasks. It will
promote the increase of operational capabilities and interoperability as well as building
and maintaining capabilities incorporated in the NATO Capability Targets 2013.
30.
Taking into account the positive experience of 61st mechanised brigade,
conducting joint training (affiliated) to the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps in Greece, the
Land Forces have to look for opportunities to conduct joint training of other units
affiliated to NATO Force Structure HQs. A priority in this respect will be the joint
training by 2nd mechanised brigade with the Multinational Corps Northeast in
Szczecin, Poland. This corresponds to the goals in the Vision “Bulgaria in NATO and
European Defence 2020”, to the changes in the security environment, the Allies’
needs, and will play a positive role in strengthening the cooperation.
c) Capability areas of the armed forces and distribution of the financial
resources
31.
In order to maintain modern and combat-ready armed forces and to
implement the defence and security policy in accordance with the NATO defence
planning process and the process of defence capability building in the EU, we will
maintain and develop effective and efficient capability-based defence planning aimed
at building, development, maintenance and employment of the required capabilities of
the Armed Forces for the fulfilment of tasks for the defence of the Republic of
Bulgaria, commitment to our duties for collective security and defence, as well as for
contribution to the national security in peacetime.
32.
It is envisioned that until 2020 we will acquire and build capabilities in
the following areas: combat effectiveness, protection and mobility, command and
control, information assurance and support. By achieving them we will meet the
requirements on the usability of the Armed Forces especially for the Air Force and the
Navy, where at present we lag behind to a considerable extent.
33.
In accordance with the level of national ambition, we will build, develop
and maintain capabilities of the Armed Forces based on the core capability for
planning and conducting operations and on an adequate profile of defence capabilities
with a priority in the following areas (Figure 2):
- Combat effectiveness; through concentrating 85% of the investments
allocated to capability building aimed at: Land Forces, Air Force and Navy
operations; guaranteeing the air and maritime sovereignty of the Republic of Bulgaria
through control and air policing in NATO Integrated Air Defence and NATO Missile
Defence systems, control and protection of the maritime space and navigation;
protection of strategic sites and critical infrastructure on the territory of the country;
9

participation in joint and multinational operations; participation in operations on
surveillance and control of the sea traffic; interoperability with our allies.
- Information provision; 10% of the investments for capability development
required for: providing radiolocation surveillance of the airspace; acquisition,
processing, analysis, storage and provision of information for the national and
collective security and defence, as well as early warning against potential risks and
threats (strategic reconnaissance); surveillance, detection, identification and defining
the target’s position; forming and sharing general operational awareness.
- Command and control; 5% of investments on capability development
required for: operations planning and management; guaranteeing the information
security, reliable cyber defence, effective protection of information networks in the
command and control systems; building unified network information environment for
the command and control system’s functioning; interaction with other ministries and
agencies.
ARMED FORCES CAPABILITY AREAS AND FUNDING DISTRIBUTION

Fig. 2
34.
In order to find an optimal solution for achieving these capabilities,
Bulgaria will look into opportunities for optimal employment of bilateral agreements,
multinational, regional and bilateral initiatives as well as joining and implementing
joint projects through sharing expenses and attracting financial resources by using
NATO and EU mechanisms. In this respect, we will look for opportunities to broaden
our participation in multinational projects under NATO Smart Defence and
Connected Forces Initiatives and the EU Pooling and Sharing Initiative in order to
increase the level of training and interoperability in order to identify effective
approaches to the overall process of planning and development of the Armed Forces’
capabilities.
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IV. Core rearmament projects grouped under priorities
35.
As a result of developing the Vision “Bulgaria in NATO and European
Defence 2020”, and defining the areas of capabilities, the following were established
as priority investment projects:
 New multirole fighter aircraft and provision of integrated logistic support –
this is a core project for the Air Force and includes delivery and integrated logistic
support of 8-10 combat aircraft with the necessary armament. The acquisition of a
new multirole fighter aircraft will practically replace the three types of aircraft
employed now – MiG-21, MiG-29 and Su-25, and will put an end to the dependence
of the Bulgarian Air Force on Russia. Parallel to this, the acquisition will lead to a
decrease in the financial resources required for the maintenance of our whole combat
aviation while considerably increasing the operational capabilities; we will solve the
problem related to releasing the frequency spectrum, we will achieve interoperability
and information interoperability with the armed forces of NATO and EU members,
and will fully overcome the capability deficit.
 Modernisation of Class E-71 Frigates – Regarding “Maritime security and
operations", the basic efforts will be directed towards modernisation and maintenance
of the class E-71 frigates and the improvement of their armament. This will increase
the Navy’s capabilities for operations on surveillance and control of the maritime
traffic, maritime interdiction, detection and identification of nuclear, chemical and
biological means as well as real time exchange of information. Through this project,
we will develop a capability of surface warfare beyond the visual range with
acquisition of an anti-ship complex with long distance fire and good possibilities to
disrupt and break the enemy’s air defence and electronic warfare.
 Establishing battalion battle groups within the mechanised brigades – the
basic priority of the Land Forces is the acquisition and life cycle maintenance of a
new combat armoured vehicle for three battalion battle groups, complete with the
respective armament, equipment and training aimed at building the declared battalion
battle groups. This will enable us to conduct activities in the full spectrum of
operations, including night operations, and under demanding climatic conditions. In
parallel, we must improve the combat effectiveness of the individual soldier, the
manoeuvrability, fire power and mobility of the units in the operations area. The
project includes the acquisition and maintenance of 100-120 new combat vehicles.
 New 3D radars – the project comprises the acquisition and logistic support
of 4-6 3D radars in order to establish basic radar coverage aimed at the execution of
the Air Force’s tasks both nationally and in the NATO Integrated Air Defence and
Missile Defence System. For its implementation, we will also look for resources from
NATO Security Investment Programme (NSIP). The replacement of the ground-based
air defence systems will be implemented through multinational projects in NATO and
EU.
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 Modular Offshore Patrol Vessel – a part of the Navy ships are Russianproduced and cannot be modernised. It is advisable to conduct their phase-by-phase
replacement by acquisition and logistic support of 2-3 multifunctional modular
offshore patrol vessels, while preserving the old ships’ capabilities until the new ones
become fully combat-ready. Depending on the chosen option, we will acquire 2
platforms capable to participate in the full spectrum of NATO’s maritime operations,
or we will conduct phase-by-phase enhancement of the platforms with armament and
weapons. Through this project, we will be able to execute tasks related to navigation
control, fighting asymmetric threats at sea, as well as search and rescue operations for
which we will need half of the allocated financial means.
 Technical systems for strategic intelligence – through the implementation
of this project, we will acquire and maintain communication capabilities, capabilities
for conducting intelligence, reconnaissance, surveillance and logistic support of the
Defence Information Service.
 Cyber Defence – the adoption of a national strategy on cyber defence is
forthcoming. It will regulate the establishment a national organisational framework,
distribute the responsibilities and coordinate the interaction of the operational, expert
and technical functions. In this respect, a main priority for the defence system is to
build and maintain a Centre for surveillance, analysis, reaction and recovery of the
communication and information systems, parallel to the development of the
automated information system and the adaptation of the field control systems in the
framework of NATO Federated Mission Networking (FMN).
 Joint Operations Centre (JOC) to the Joint Forces Command (JFC) – the
project comprises the establishment and maintenance of JOC to the JFC as a modern
centre for operation management and control; acquisition of hardware and
Programme products aimed at integrating the land, air and maritime situational
awareness. As a part of the implementation of the project, in 2014 a contract under
the US Foreign Military Financing (FMF) Programme was signed to conduct a
“Study and site survey of forthcoming acquisition of communication-information
provision for JOC to the JFC”. According to the contract with the US Government, a
programme team conducted an analysis and a site survey aimed at the project’s
implementation. Presentation of a concept offering options on the project’s
implementation is expected in the future.
 Automated information system of the Ministry of Defence, the Bulgarian
Army, Operational and Tactical Headquarters – the project envisions the
establishment and maintenance of a network of data centres on the basis of cloud
technologies, development of the information systems, broadening the scope of the
network infrastructure, increase of the basic information services and maintaining the
information infrastructure in good working capacity. Through it, we will also acquire
a communication-information support module within the framework of a joint project
12

with NATO.
IV. Sources of financing the rearmament
36.
In the past 20 years, the leading countries in military, technical
development and economy undertook actions on restructuring their armed forces and
defence industries under the influence of the political and social-economic
transformations and the changes in the security environment. In order to rapidly build
a modern and combat-effective army, it is necessary to increase the level of political
ambition, supported by adequate resources which a nation can allocate to defence.
37.
Effective defence in the modern globalised world cannot be achieved
independently and in isolation by any individual state. Therefore, Bulgaria treats its
security solely in the context of NATO and the EU, with all resulting benefits and
commitments to shared security. A key element in this is the development of modern
armed forces in the framework of the approach “NATO and EU first” applied in their
modernisation and training, and the use of solutions in the framework of NATO and
EU through common, joint or other multinational funding.
38.
At present, Bulgaria does not have the required defence resource
outside NATO, which can efficiently guarantee our country’s security, with the
rapidly changing challenges in the contemporary strategic environment. This problem
is clearly defined in the White Paper on Defence and the Armed Forces adopted by
the National Assembly in 2010. According to the White Paper, in 2010-2014, the
budget of the Ministry of Defence should not be less than 1.5% of the GDP.
However, in this period of financial crisis the defence budget does not reach even this
minimal necessary level and remains at a dangerously low point (Figure 3).
Fig. 3

Defense Spending, 2000 - 2014

MoD Budget (Million BGN)

% of GDP
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39.
More than 2 billion BGN spent on defence investments during the past
10 years of our membership in NATO and 7 years membership in EU, led to minimal
new defence capabilities because of bad planning, management and control, lack of a
National Defence Investment Programme and, in practical terms, refusal to use the
mechanisms provided by our membership in NATO and EU.
40.
Taking into account the new strategic challenge, Bulgaria’s national
ambition is to maintain the defence expenditures at a level which is acceptable for
Bulgarian society and, parallel to this, sufficient to guarantee real security for the
Bulgarian citizens. In order to achieve this goal, the defence expenditures have to
reach the level of 1.5% of the GDP as early as 2015, and after that to grow annually
with 0.1% of the GDP so that they can reach 2.0% of the GDP in 2020 (Figure 4)

Fig. 4
41.
This will have a considerable and positive double effect: on the one
hand, it will allow actual development of the Armed Forces as a modern, dynamic
and viable system, adequate to the dynamics of the environment; on the other, it will
give powerful impetus to the development of defence industry and will stimulate the
economy in general.
42.
The investments in the defence sector enjoy macroeconomic benefits
which often exceed those in other branches of industry. According to a recent study
conducted by European Defence Agency, at European level every reduction of 100
million EUR in defence expenditures leads to 150 million EUR decrease in GDP, 40
million EUR drop in revenues from taxes, and the loss of 3000 jobs, 800 of which are
highly qualified.
43.
In order to lead to the intended change, the increase in the defence
budget has to be directed towards real improvement of the Armed Forces’ capabilities
while preserving the basic force structure in this period. Keeping in mind the broad
14

spectrum of new threats, this requires investments in modern technologies with the
goal to develop a modern army capable to respond to the contemporary and future
challenges. At present, the capital expenditures form a minimal part of the defence
budget – between 4 and 5 % - which is extremely insufficient in order to achieve the
above goal. Therefore, as a part of the of the general increase in the financial
framework for defence, the investments must grow up to 15-20 % of the total defence
budget, based on the targets in the White Paper 2010 (Figure 5).

Fig. 5
44.
In order to maintain the technological level of the Armed Forces and to
increase the positive economic effects, it is necessary that at least 1.5% of the defence
budget for defence investments and operating expenses until 2020 to be directed
specifically to scientific research and development. This will allow us to strengthen
and develop the military educational system and improve the quality of the training
through deepening the specialisation in educational capabilities of critical importance
for Bulgaria. We will make analyses aimed at assessing the educational capabilities
and the projects related to their development; we will evaluate the opportunity to
receive complex aviation education for the Air Force and for civil aviation.
45.
Reinvesting in defence and its modernisation will lead to strategic,
economic and political benefits for Bulgaria. In strategic and political aspects, this
will lead to achieving the goals in NATO defence planning, and to a decrease of our
dependence on countries outside NATO and EU. In economic perspective, the
modernisation will stimulate the cooperation of our defence industry with companies
from NATO and EU member states, the development of innovative capacity in the
spheres of specialisation and creation of jobs for highly qualified personnel. All these
factors will maintain the favourable security environment necessary for the prosperity
of each individual citizen and of the nation in general.
46.
Fulfilling the commitments of the Republic of Bulgaria to NATO, the
following two key requirements are adopted in this section of the Programme:
 Defence spending in 2015 – 2020 is to grow gradually, starting in 2015
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at 1,5% of the GDP, and reaching 2% of the GDP in 2020 (the annual increment is
0,1% of the GDP);
 We plan to reach until 2020 a ratio of 50:30:20 in the expenditures on
(1) personnel (2) current upkeep, and (3) investments, while the expenditures on
scientific research and development activities is to reach 1.5% of the total defence
budget.
47.
To achieve and maintain in shortest possible terms capital expenses of
no less than 15% of the defence budget. To this end, the additional defence resources
in 2015 have to be directed wholly towards increasing the capital investments to this
level. Under a favourable economic growth, each successive year resources have to
be allocated to increase this level with 1%, reaching 20% of the defence budget in
2020.
Financial provision per year:
48.
The new strategic challenges require not only more resources, but also
reorganisation of the methods according to which they are employed. The defence
management, outlined in the White Paper, is based on principles of good governance
and operational capabilities-based planning, and has to continue. The integration of
the national planning with NATO defence planning, including in the framework of
Smart Defence and Connected Forces Initiatives, and the application of a resultoriented programme budgeting, is of primary importance for the concentration of
resources.
49.
The development of defence capabilities has to be implemented in
accordance with NATO transformation, NATO Defence Planning Process (NDPP),
the military education, training, exercises and evaluation (ETEE), and the concept
development and experimentation (CD&E), under the guidance of the Ministry of
Defence.
Financial provision of the National Programme by 2020 through the budget.
50.
Formation of defence expenditure is based on the following
assumptions, regarding the macroeconomic indicators for Bulgaria:
 For the period 2015-2017, the data for Bulgaria’s GDP is derived from the
2015-2017 Medium Term Budget Forecast of the Ministry of Finance (Decision of
the Council of Ministers No. 215/17.04.2014), updated with additional information
from the Ministry of Finance’s, sent on 17 September, 2014;
 For the period 2018 – 2020, the data have been extrapolated on the basis of
the preceding period parameters. The 2017 scenario is the baseline scenario to be
upheld for the next three years, in order to ensure work in a predictable and fiscally
conservative environment and to prevent potential negative surprises. The main
macroeconomic indicators derived through the extrapolation do not differ
substantially from IMF forecasts for Bulgaria from April, 2014;
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 The projected personnel expenditure for 2015 may be increased in order to
fill approximately one quarter of the vacancies. The projected resources for 2016 are
sufficient to provide the funds for two-thirds of the remaining vacancies, while an
average of 3% income increase is conceived for the period. For 2017-2020, the
budgeted income increase amounts to 3%, 4%, 4% and 4% respectively. When
implementing certain income policy, these indicators may be varied by year at the
expense of the maintenance and upkeep expenditures;
 The projected maintenance and upkeep expenditures for 2015 are
considerably higher than the 2014 values and reach the amounts required for the
functioning of the administration, based on the programme review of the defence
programmes. For the period 2016 – 2020, these expenditures are shown as an
indicative estimate of 60% of the budget portion remaining after the deduction of the
personnel costs;
 The capital expenditures for 2015 are more than three times higher than the
2014 value and reach the minimum required for the functioning of the administration,
based on the programme review of the defence programmes. For the period 20162020, г. these expenditures are shown as an indicative estimate of 40% of the budget
portion remaining after the deduction of the personnel costs;
 For the period 2018 – 2020, the R&D expenditures amount to 1.5% of the
defence budget. Those expenditures are both an element of the maintenance & upkeep
expenditures and of the capital expenditures.
51.
Detailed information on the projected macroeconomic indicators for the
Republic of Bulgaria and the distribution of defence budget under main
appropriations is displayed in Table 1.

Macroeconomic Indicators for Bulgaria and Defence Spending [Million BGN]
Country
Bulgaria

Macro indicators
GDP at current prices
Annual real GDP
growth rate, %
Defence Spending
1.5% - 2.0% of GDP

Defence Spending
under Appropriations
(Million BGN)

Personnel
Maintenance & Upkeep
Capital

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

81 939

85 216

88 625

92 203

95 926

99 799

2%

2,5%

2,5%

2,5%

2,5%

2,5%

1 229,1

1 363,5

1 506,6

1 659,7

1 822,6

1 996,0

813,0

879,0

905,4

932,5

969,8

1008,6

249,7

290,7

360,8

436,3

511,7

592,4

166,4

193,8

240,5

290,9

341,1

394,9
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2,5

6,8

15,1

19,9

25,5

29,9

66%

65%

60%

56%

53%

50%

20%

21%

24%

26%

28%

30%

Capital

14%

14%

16%

18%

19%

20%

R&D

0,2%

0,5%

1,0%

1,2%

1,4%

1,5%

R&D
Defence Spending
Personnel
under Appropriations
(in %)
Maintenance & Upkeep

Table 1
52.
The parameters thus projected provide basis for the following key
conclusions:
 As early as 2015 there will be partial filling of vacancies, primarily in units
of the Land Forces, rapid improvement of the intensity and conditions of combat
training, discontinuation of the process of decapitalisation of the Armed Forces, and
partial recovery of the assets and equipment (A&E).
 In the period 2016-2017, it will be possible to achieve recovery of the
essential A&E; to accomplish partial modernisation through launching several of the
priority investment projects; to attain a combat training level on par with the average
for NATO Member States; to complete the process of manning the units and the
permanent reserve.
 In the period 2018-2020, the estimated financial resources provide for the
proper functioning of the Armed Forces and enable the implementation of an income
policy, the normal conduct of combat training, and the continuation of the
modernisation of the existing and acquisition of new A&E.
53.
The financial provision of Bulgaria in NATO and in European Defence
2020 is also achieved through external sources, such as NATO Security Investment
Programme (NSIP), European programmes, bilateral financing mechanisms,
additional funds generated through the disposal of excess and decommissioned
movable and immovable property. PROGRAMME Table 2 shows the funds received
through external financing by year, alongside national financing.
Sources of Funding for the Defence Establishment of the Republic of
Bulgaria
(Million BGN)

Sources of Funding

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

National (MoD Budget)

1 229,1

1 363,5

1 506,6

1 659,7

1 822,6

1 996,0

% of GDP

1,50%

1,60%

1,70%

1,80%

1,90%

2,00%

of which Capital Expenditures

166,4

193,8

240,5

290,9

341,1

394,9

% Capital Expenditures of the MoD Budget

14%

14%

16%

18%

19%

20%

25,0

40,0
30,4

40,0
39,9

35,0
46,4

30,0
35,0

25,0
35,0

Additional Revenues (Capital)
International (Capital)

34,4
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NATO (NSIP)

22,2

17,1

24,5

30,0

18,6

18,6

USA (FMF)

9,2

9,3

11,4

11,4

11,4

11,4

EU

3,0

4,0

4,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

1 288,5

1 433,9

1 586,5

1 741,1

1 887,6

2 056,0

225,8

264,2

320,4

372,3

406,1

454,9

TOTAL
of which Capital Expenditures

Table 2
NATO Security Investment Programme ( NSIP)/share of national financing
54.
The NATO Security Investment Programme ( NSIP) is used for the
acquisition of capabilities which are over and above the national resources of the
individual countries and are part of the collective defence. Since Bulgaria’s accession
to NATO, 17,108,000 EUR was paid to the NSIP Programme as national
contributions. For the same period, the funds allocated under NSIP for infrastructure
projects to be completed on the territory of the Republic of Bulgaria amount to
32,178,000 EUR. This unambiguously shows that there has been considerable
reinvestment in national security and defence, as well as return on the funds paid in
as contributions to the Programme in the form of infrastructure, installations and
facilities.
European Programmes/share of national financing
55.
The Ministry of Defence is not a leading institution on the list of
approved EU operational programmes. With respect to this, in collaboration with the
leading ministries designated for the next programming period up to 2020, fields of
interest should be declared and MoD participation should be planned accordingly, in
view of the existing needs.
56.
In order to enhance the growth rate of funds received under grant
programmes financed by the Structural funds of the EU for the timeframe 2015 –
2020, the MoD must further develop the already built-up potential.
Bilateral financing mechanisms/share of national financing with US
participation:
57.
The Ministry of Defence and the Armed Forces of the Republic of
Bulgaria use US Government security assistance programmes aimed at building
national defence capabilities intended to enable the adequate fulfilment of missions
assigned according to the National Defence Strategy. The legal basis for the
implementation of the bilateral financing programme is the Agreement between the
Government of the Republic of Bulgaria and the Government of the United States of
America Concerning Economic, Technical and Related Assistance, effective as of
1999.
58.

In order to build up the required capabilities, the bilateral financing
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mechanisms currently in use are the following US programmes for grant financing:
 Foreign Military Financing (FMF) programme, under which defence articles
and services acquisition contracts are entered into, in support of capability targets
apportioned to the Republic of Bulgaria;
 Building Partnership Capacity programme aiming to build the capacity of
allied and partner countries’ national military forces in order to conduct, participate in,
or support military and stability operations in which the U.S. Armed Forces are a
participant.
Financial provision of the required overhaul of armaments, equipment and
infrastructure and of the implementation of the nine priority projects
59.
Figure 6 illustrates the projected financial provision of the required
overhaul of armaments, equipment and infrastructure and of the implementation of
the nine priority projects (represented by the bars, numbered 1-9) under the different
scenarios with regard to levels of capital expenditures (the lines labelled Scenario 1,
Scenario 2 and Scenario 3) by year.

Overhaul and Priority Projects (Million BGN)
Scenario 1

Scenario 3

Overhaul

2015

Overhaul

2016

Scenario 2

Overhaul

Overhaul

Overhaul

Overhaul

2017

2018

2019

2020

Fig. 6
Scenario 1 – The line labelled Scenario 1 shows what levels of capital
expenditures could be reached from all financing sources and become available to the
MoD. Under this scenario, the required overhaul of armaments, equipment and
infrastructure would be fully provisioned and the minimum financing requirements of
the nine priority projects would be met. The programming period would end with
surplus financial resources available, which might be utilised to accelerate the
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implementation of the priority projects and might also enable the implementation of
projects of lower priority.
Scenario 2 – This illustrates the current situation regarding MoD capital
expenditures. The resources available not only are insufficient to fund any of the priority
projects but also compromise the performance of the required overhaul, without which
the normal functioning of the armaments, equipment and infrastructure is jeopardised,
and in some cases becomes impossible.
Scenario 3 – It reflects a scenario under which the funds allocated for capital
expenditures are doubled in 2015 as compared with Scenario 2, and a minimum
growth rate is maintained over the following years. Such a scenario would provide for
performance of overhaul of armaments, equipment and infrastructure in their entirety,
but would only secure partial funding of the highest priority project and no funding
whatsoever of the rest of the projects. Reprioritising would become necessary under
this scenario.
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C. SOLUTION
V.
Management of Rearmament Projects
60.
The activities relating to the acquiring and maintaining in service of
armaments, equipment, defence articles and systems for the MoD and the Bulgarian
Army are encompassed in the Defence Acquisition System, consisting of processes
of research, design, planning, budgeting, development, testing, contracting,
procurement, manufacturing, commissioning and entry into service, integrated
logistic support, upgrade and modernisation and final decommissioning of defence
products and other tangible non-current assets, including ones of military
infrastructure. The life-cycle management is at the heart of the Defence Acquisition
System, involving activities and relationships among and between the responsible
structures and officials engaged with the implementation of the individual life cycle
phases: conception, development, acquisition, operation and decommissioning of
armaments, equipment, systems and defence articles. The administration of the
Ministry of Defence carries out its functional responsibilities in the field of
acquisition with the primary objective of providing for the applicants’/users’ needs in
their entirety. A criterion important to the end result assessment is achieving better
internal coordination of efforts and activities and effective use of resource efficiency
within the approved budget expenditure framework.
61.
The management of the priority projects of the MoD and the Bulgarian
Army will be carried out under conditions of maximum transparency and control
while applying NATO and EU norms regarding the organisation and implementation
of defence public projects and procurement. In order to achieve the desired
effectiveness and efficiency, investment projects will be implemented through the
application of adequate project management methods. The project management will
utilise the PRINCE2 (PRojects IN Controled Environments) methodology, which is a
process-based method for effective project management. In order to effectively
implement the PRINCE2 methods, an appropriate unified software tool will be used
by all users. The coordinating role of the application of the PRINCE2 project
management methodology will be entrusted to a new organisational structure, the
Project Management Office. In the performance of its functions, the Office will be in
close contact with the Integrated Project Team (IPT) Leaders, as well as with the
permanent and temporary bodies responsible for the life-cycle management. The
analyses and summarised information prepared by the Office will be based on the
information regularly submitted by the Integrated Project Teams following a template
approved beforehand. Regular project status reports will be sent to the Armaments
Council members and the Office will assist and support discussions on elaboration
and endorsement of proposals to be submitted to the Minister of Defence regarding
taking corrective action. When the Programme Council and Defence Capabilities
Council are to make decisions on the prioritisation of financing and implementation
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of investment projects, the Office may be involved in their sessions.
62.
In the process of implementation of investment projects, the MoD will
make more active use of NATO Agencies. The benefits arising from such
cooperation may be grouped in the following areas:
- From the military-technical perspective: the implementation of projects
through the Agencies ensures interoperability of the systems developed with those of
NATO and the Member States, and systems development will be complied with all
allied standardisation requirements and will be in keeping with the current NATO
Architecture Framework. Small countries such as Bulgaria can easily multiply the
effect across the entire security sector, which will in turn be conducive to the
relatively expeditious development of a modern high-technology yet coherent
command and control environment at national level (or upgrade and modernisation of
the existing one).
- From the financial perspective: when formulating the pricing, NATO
Agencies do not generate profit, and the price quoted comprises only materiel
acquisition cost, labour and project management costs (managerial costs). The
Agencies have entered into framework contracts with some of Europe’s and the
world’s leading companies (Basic Ordering Agreements – BOAs), under which those
supplier companies are obliged to deliver the necessary equipment at negotiated
preferential prices. This allows the Agencies to execute contracts under financial
conditions which are very favorable for the end user. Awarding certain projects to the
Agencies will ensure maximum transparency of budget spending, as financial audits
of the Agencies are conducted on an annual basis and practically not a single case of
malpractices or corrupt practices has been disclosed as yet.
- From the industrial and Research & Technology (R&T) perspective:
Bulgarian defence industry companies and research and scientific organisations will
be given the option to participate as subcontractors and thus will be able to develop
long-term relations of cooperation and access to certain advanced technologies owned
by the Agencies.
VI.
Use of trading companies of which the Minister of Defence is
principal and use of the Industrial Forum
63.
The principal statutory instruments regulating the participation of the
state in the capital of trading companies (commercial corporations), are the
Commerce Act, the Regulation for the Order for Exercising of the Rights of the State
in the Commercial Companies with State Participation in the Capital, and the Decree
of the Council of Ministers No. 114, adopted in 2010, on the monitoring and
supervision of the financial position of state-owned enterprises and trading
companies wherein the state holds an interest in the capital exceeding 50 per cent,
and of the companies controlled thereby.
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64.
The Bulgarian legislation regulating the management of state-owned
enterprises and trading companies wherein the state or a municipality holds an
interest in the capital exceeding 50 per cent is fragmented and contained in various
statutory instrument from the primary and secondary legislation, the most
succinct treatment being contained in the Regulation for the Order for Exercising of
the Rights of the State in the Commercial Companies with State Participation in the
Capital. There are gaps in the regulatory framework on substantial issues of critical
importance to the pursuit of the principle of good management and sound
administration
65.
Registered under the MoD are 18 trading companies which are sole
proprietorships (with 2,078 employees on the staff), including 6 single person limited
liability company (ednolichno druzhestvo s ogranichena otgovornost – EOOD,
according to the Bulgarian Commerce Act), which are subsidiaries of TEREM EAD
(which is single person joint-stock company or ednolichno aktsionerno druzhestvo –
EAD, according to the Bulgarian Commerce Act). Of those, 12 are sole
proprietorships with 100% state participation in the capital, where the Minister of
Defence exercises the rights of the state as the sole owner of the capital of the
companies.
66.
Solving accumulated problems (such as deterioration of the financial
position, problematic collectability of receivables and ensuing problematic
repayment of loans extended to the companies) is possible through the companies’
financial stabilisation or restructuring.
67.
On the basis of the identified needs of the Bulgarian Army, the facilities
which should be retained as part of the national security system must be determined.
The rest of the facilities should be treated according to a market-based approach,
taking into account the options available.
68.
The introduction of the in-house procurement into the Public
Procurement Act (PPA) creates legal basis for direct contracting by and between the
assignor and a company or a state-owned enterprise under Article 62, Paragraph 3 of
the Commerce Act, provided that it cumulatively meets the following conditions: a)
its capital is 100 per cent state- and/or municipal-owned or owned by a holding
whose capital is 100 per cent state- and/or municipal-owned; b) is subject to control
similar to the control exercised by the assignor over its own structural units; c) not
less than 80 per cent of its turnover is formed by activities relating to the provision of
performance of functions of the assignor. Upon adoption of amendments to the Rules
for the implementation of the PPA, which will provide for the statutory regulations
regarding the pricing methodology to be used when negotiating in-house contracts,
the Minister of Defence will be able to enter into contracts with trading companies
which satisfy the statutory criteria. This will create the conditions for real financial
and economic stabilisation of most of the companies and will result in higher
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dividends received and tax revenue.
69.
The commercial exploitation of MoD’s excess general-purpose
movable property and defence-related products (weapons, ammunitions, explosives
and pyrotechnic articles, etc.) is carried out through a commission agent.
70.
The disposal of excess movable property is carried out through sales by
a commission agent. The sales are carried out through the Sofia Commodity
Exchange according to documentation prepared by the commission agent of the
Ministry of Defence.
71.
One of the possible methods for the MoD to divest non-defence related
activities and surplus assets, which will also have an immediate impact on
modernisation projects, is the establishment of a “Smart Defense” Special Revenue
Fund. This Fund would be formed on the basis of proceeds generated from the sale of
MoD’s excess decommissioned defence-related products and the funds thus raised
would be used for the support and maintenance of existing capabilities and the
implementation of modernisation projects.
72.
In the event that a “Smart Defense” fund is established, the funds may
also be raised through dividends received from the trading companies, interest or
shares of which are owned by the state, and where the rights of the state as owner of
the capital are exercised by the Minister of Defence.
National Defence Cluster development vision
73.
Priority areas (cyber security, energy sources, space research, etc.) have
been identified to this end. As a result of this, the Bulgarian Defence Industry is
presented with development opportunities and prospects in areas of higher added
value, made available to it through enhanced cooperation with NATO and the EU
and through increased competitiveness.
74.
The shaping of a national position while maintaining an on-going
dialogue with our EU partners (EDA) and our NATO Allies on the aspects outlined
regarding the state and development of the Bulgarian Defence Technological and
Industrial Base (BDTIB) will be the result of collaboration with the industry.
75.
The defence industry’s further successful development and
strengthening depends on whether the industry will be able to respond in a flexible
and adequate manner, delivering technology solutions meeting hard-to-predict needs
in a changing and volatile security environment. Therefore, the products developed
and manufactured and the technologies applied over the coming years need to be
oriented towards original technological solutions with high added value and acrossthe-board use of new materials and components, with scope for subsequent further
development and improvement of their performance characteristics through upgrade
with compatible and more advanced modifications and solutions
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76.
It is the national defence industry research and production human
resources that make it possible for ideas to be born and results to be achieved. The
establishment of an organised education system and a streamlined set of incentives to
stimulate the employees’ professional development will contribute to the
preservation of the knowledge, experience, and know-how acquired and will attract
new researchers, engineers and technical staff, thus laying firm foundations on which
our defence industry’s future can be built.
77.
In turn, the managerial staff and the owners of the enterprises must
ensure the employees’ successful adaptation to changes and their enhanced
professional development under conditions of national and international completion.
The result of these activities should be the generation of performance characteristic
such as:
 Acquiring the technological edge in few but key capabilities;
 Being highly innovative in project solutions, products, processes and
applications;
 Striking an optimum balance of cost, quality, and functionality;
 Enabling the capability to provide a timely and adequate response to
dynamic changes;
 Developing the flexibility and adaptability necessary to counter various
forms of vulnerability in the environment, from natural disasters to military conflicts;
 Using to the highest degree possible civilian technologies and materials for
military applications and forming a broader base of national suppliers and
subsuppliers along the implementation chain;
 Creating the preconditions for dynamic change, restructuring and efficient
and effective use of labour, technological and material resources, as well as
attainment of sustainable development of industry and contribution to national
economy and regions, including through diversification of innovative solutions to
general purpose (civilian) production;
 Creating the preconditions for development of the export potential of the
Republic of Bulgaria in various economic areas, as a result of raising the profile of
Bulgarian economic partners in countries where enterprises and organisations from
the BDTIB implement defence supplies and projects and develop joint production
undertakings.
78.
As regards research and development of new technologies within the
framework of a National Defence Cluster, a project that can be singled out as one of
central importance is the project entitled “Defence and Security Research &
Technology Strategy,” elaborated in the context of key national and EU documents
regulating the matter. This project reflects the policy of the state and its
responsibilities for the management of research and development in the interest of
defence and security. It defines the technological areas in which the research
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community working in the interest of defence and security will implement the goals
of the national, European, and Euro-Atlantic defence and security policy.
79.

The technological areas forming the focus of research are:

 Information and communication technologies, sensors, radiolocation and
radionavigation;
 Equipment, armament, ammunitions, and gear;
 Research and technology covering nuclear, chemical, biological and
radiological defence and environmental issues;
 Research and technology relating to the role of the human factor in defence
and security.
The technological areas and subareas are product oriented and play the role of
a set of actions aimed at the implementation of the strategy. They are presented along
with an overview of their present state, feasible targets, resources and capacity,
methods of accomplishment of the objectives, stakeholders and possible research
strands.
80.

Objectives to be accomplished by 2020:

 Ensuring the strong and stable presence of research and technology in
defence policy;
 Creating conditions conducive to maintaining coordination and performing
constant monitoring over defence and security research and technology;
 Building new infrastructure and modernising the existing facilities
employed in defence and security scientific research;
 Creating a new generation of young researchers and scientists to work in the
field of defence and security research.
81.
Priority Areas to become the focus of efforts, both of national interest
and of interest to NATO and the European Union:
 Research and Technology relating to the sustainment and furthering of the
existing and the development of new security and defence capabilities;
 Efficient and effective resource spending;
 Efficient and effective transformation of research and technologies in line
with changing operational capabilities requirements;
 High performance to result in satisfactory outcomes for R&T users;
 Participation in defence and security R&T decision-making processes in the
interest of the forces;
 Direct participation of the industry/business in research activities.
82.
Accomplishing the envisaged transformation of the Bulgarian defence
industry so that it can fully satisfy national defence capabilities needs, as well as
retaining and strengthening the international recognition of the high profile of our
manufacturers, which are not possible without state initiative, shared responsibility
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between state and business, and the synergy of their joint efforts aimed at achieving
its primary objective.
VII. Use of tools and instruments provided by NATO, the EU, regional
multilateral and bilateral cooperation.
83.
International cooperation allows for the implementation of projects of
shared interest with allies, which is the only way for Bulgaria to develop the full
spectrum of key required capabilities in the context of collective defence. With a
view to acquiring critical defence capabilities under the conditions of continuing
economic stagnation and very tight defence budget, national defence policy focuses
on prioritising those required capabilities for which there is most pressing need and
on striking an optimum balance between cooperation and sovereignty with regard to
the acquisition of those capabilities.
84.
In the international perspective, our efforts will be aimed at utilising, as
efficiently and effectively as possible, of financial support mechanisms available, and
at lowering the implementation costs of the nine priority projects from the National
Programme: Bulgaria in NATO and in European Defence 2020, covering the
modernisation of the Novo Selo Training Area and of several airfields and seaports,
as well as better human resource management and development. On the basis of
shared liberal values, we will actively use the opportunities provided under various
NATO and EU programmes, projects and initiatives, cooperation with Allies in
bilateral and multilateral formats, as well as the development of regional military
cooperation in South-East Europe. The acquisition of capabilities through the use of
services offered by NATO and EU Agencies will guarantee transparency of
processes, will diminish the threat of corrupt practices and will further good
governance practices, promote efficiency and effectiveness, and will shorten
implementation timeframes. This, in turn, will reduce the maintenance and operation
costs.
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International Programmes in Support of the Armed Forces
Modernization

Fig. 7
a) Goals
 The main goal of this programme component is to design an active role
under the international programmes and projects ensuing from NATO and EU
policies for national defence as direct contribution to the fulfillment and protection of
national interests.
 Preparedness to implement measures set out in the NATO Crisis Response
System continues to be of high priority along with ensuring participation in the
NATO Response Force, EU Battlegroup HELBROC and South-East Europe Brigade
SEEBRIG.
 The activities related to implementing the policy and protecting national
interests through NATO and EU projects and initiatives are to become the core of the
activities of the Ministry of Defence and the Bulgarian Armed Forces.
b) Outcomes indicators
85.
The effective and comprehensive participation of Bulgaria in NATO
and EU initiatives and programmes for acquisition of capabilities is expected to
generate:
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 Enhanced contribution to the fulfillment and protection of national interests
in the area of security and defence through efficient employment of the opportunities
provided by our NATO and EU membership.
 Enhanced contribution of the Republic of Bulgaria to the shaping of NATO
and EU policies and achieving, until 2020, the capability to deploy 50% of the Land
Forces personnel and 10% in operations along with 40% of the Air Force deployment
capability and 8% in operations, in compliance with NATO’s initial requirements.
 High level of state and military leadership awareness of the risks and threats
to allied and international security.
 Contribution to allied and coalition operations with regular units and
immediate application of experience gained in operations.
 Filling the Bulgarian quota of international positions in NATO and the EU
with qualified personnel in compliance with the stages of their career development.
 Active and effective policy for employment of collective defence
mechanisms.
c) Set of key projects by subject.
86.
The attribution of the projects under multi-annual international
programmes and letters of intent is shown in Figure 8. The projects coloured in green
have been negotiated and under way, while those coloured in yellow represent
initiatives in support of the development of priority investment projects under
“Bulgaria in NATO and European Defence 2020”. The table clearly reveals the
availability of significant potential for Bulgaria to increase her participation in
international cooperation projects.

Fig. 8
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NATO Security Investment Programme (NSIP)
87.
The participation in the NATO Security Investment Programme (NSIP)
is based on the principle of common funding, where the Programme is financed by
the Member States and is managed under the supervision of the Investment
Committee. The projects are implemented by the individual host-nations or NATO
Agencies on the principle of shared costs depending on the applicability of the “over
and above” principle with co-financing between NSIP and the host nation where it is
possible to note different proportion of cost allocation. Thus NSIP most closely
corresponds to the way of functioning of available EU Operational Programmes in
other sectors.
88.
As of September 2014, Bulgaria has implemented projects under
Capability Package CP 5A0062 “Provision of Operational Facilities in Seven New
Nations” including construction of infrastructure and installation of equipment at the
“Graf Ignatievo” and “Bezmer” Air Bases amounting to about 19 million BGN and
under Capability Package 5A0063 “Provision and Support of Capabilities Under
NATO Integrated Air Defence System for the New NATO Member States”
amounting to about 2 million BGN. The construction of infrastructure projects for
these airfields to the amount of about 61 million BGN, Air Space Command and
Control Systems totaling about 22 million BGN, Coast-Based Naval Communication
Systems amounting to about 24 million BGN and NATO mobile CIS coming to a
total of 4 million BGN, are all under way.
89.
Applications for NSIP funding for the acquisition of 4 new radars will
be made, where the sum total of the project amounts to about 120 million BGN.
NATO Smart Defence Initiative
90.
The Initiative aims at the development of key but still insufficient
capabilities for the Alliance based on, and in support of, the NATO Defence Planning
process. In this respect the Initiative allows for reduction of capabilities acquisition
costs and for the implementation of Nations commitments under Capability Targets
Packages 2013 (CP-2013). An integral part to the CP-2013 package for Bulgaria is
the list of capability targets with potential reference to Smart Defence Initiative
projects.
91.
The NATO Smart Defence Initiative offers new approaches to the
development, acquisition and support of joint capabilities which nations alone cannot
afford. Participation in projects under the Initiative offers opportunity to achieve both
savings and enhancement of interoperability.
92.
By the beginning of September 2014, the total number of projects
identified within the framework of the Initiative is 148 (Tier 1 – 27 projects, Tier 2 –
56 projects and Tier 3 – 65 projects).
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93.

Bulgaria participates, or is interested/observer in, 31 projects.

94.
Projects with potential contribution to the implementation of the
“National Programme: Bulgaria in NATO and in European Defence 2020” are:
 NATO Air Surveillance Sensors (RADAR) directed at multinational
cooperation for the improvement of existing air defence sensors;
 Malware Information Sharing Platform (MISP) aiming at the acquisition of
capabilities for sharing technical expertise on cyber incidents among Member States;
 NATO Multinational Cyber Defence Education and Training (MN CD
E&J), directed at establishing a coordination platform and the involvement in new
initiatives aimed at overcoming shortcomings in the area of cyber defence.
95.
The ongoing cooperation with NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense
Centre of Excellence in Tallinn, Estonia, has concrete contribution to the promotion
of the capabilities of the Ministry of Defense and the Armed Forces for defense
against cyber-attacks.
Programmes under NATO Communications and Information Agency (NCIA)
96.
The NATO Communications and Information Agency (NCIA) works to
provide secure, reliable and interoperable Communications and Information Systems
and Services in support of consultations, command and control and provides
capabilities for air intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance. The Agency assists
stakeholder nations in the development of interoperable and cost-effective
capabilities in the area of Command, Control, Communications, Computers,
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) through bilateral and
multinational projects.
97.
NATO Communications and Information Agency (NCIA) uses
customer-funded approach.
98.
Examples of hitherto existing practical cooperation between the
Ministry of Defence and NCIA are: delivery of encryption devices for Bulgarian
Navy units; procurement of cryptographic products, systems for the development of
the fixed and elements of the mobile NATO Secret Wide Area Network (NSWAN)
and support of national forces declared for NATO use; connection of a fragment of
the NATO Command and Control System in Bulgaria to NSWAN.
The following projects are in the process of development, realisation and
implementation:
 Project for the establishment of a National Automated System for Control of
Cryptographic Items (launched in April 2013);
 Procedure for the procurement and installment of encryption devices for
tripartite-class mine hunter “Tsibar” (launched in 2014);
 Feasibility study procedure for the design and building of “Development of
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the AIS of the MoD, the Bulgarian Army, Operational and Tactical Headquarters”
and “Cyber Defence” Projects (launched in September 2014).
99.
NCIA offers broad opportunities for cooperation and the use of its
services which could be beneficial in the implementation of the National
Programme: Bulgaria in NATO and in European Defence 2020 regarding the
procurement of radars (Balkan Regional Approach to Air Defense, BRAAD), the
implementation of the “Cyber Defense” project and the projects related to the
acquisition of capabilities for joint intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance and
command and control.
100. Envisaged is the signing of a new technical Agreement between the
Ministry of Defence and the Agency incorporating a multi-annual plan on the
implementation of projects of interest to the MoD.
Programmes and Partnerships of NATO Support and Procurement Agency
(NSPA)
101. NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA) unites into one
organisation NATO’s activities in the area of logistics and acquisition providing
integrated multinational support to stakeholders. NSPA’s mission is to provide
efficient, cost-effective and adhering to the requirements, services for systems and
operations logistic support and operates on “no profit – no loss” principle.
102. Aiming at enhancing logistic support capabilities and sustaining
operations and trainings with the participation of Bulgarian units, the Ministry of
Defence participates in various NSPA programmes and partnerships.
103. The participation of the Ministry of Defence in current and future
programmes and partnerships establishes favorable environment for Bulgarian
companies applying for delivery of goods and services through the Agency.
104. With its expertise and broad spectrum of services, NSPA is anticipated
to become an important partner of the Ministry of Defence in the course of
implementation of National Programme: Bulgaria in NATO and in European
Defence 2020 projects, particularly in the area of capabilities management covering
their entire life cycle. The maintenance and repair of combat aircraft, frigates’
modernisation, radars servicing, etc. could serve as example for future cooperation.
Programmes, projects and initiatives of the European Defence Agency (EDA)
in support of the Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP)
105. The European Defense Agency (EDA) was established in 2004 under a
Joint Action of the European Union. In 2011 it was transformed into Agency based
on a Treaty (the Treaty of Lisbon).
106.

The central mission, functions and tasks of the EDA are directed at
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coordination, synchronisation and support of the efforts of participating Member
States and other organisational structures in the development of civil and military
capabilities to the interest of EU’s CSDP.
107.

The activities of the Agency cover the following main objectives:

 Identification of the military Capability Targets of the nations and
commitments for the implementation of the EU Capability Development Plan (CDP);
 Development of multinational projects for the implementation of the
identified capability targets and coordination of programmes for capabilities
modernisation and rearmament;
 Activities in support of scientific research and development of technologies
to the interest of defence;
 Measures towards strengthening the European Defence Technological and
Industrial Base (EDTIB);
 Support and promotion of the process towards the establishment of relevant
European defence products market;
 Support for the establishment and development of Permanent Structured
Cooperation (PSC).
108. One of the key priorities of the EDA is the promotion of the
capabilities Pooling & Sharing Initiative (P&S). Through participation in this
Initiative Member States can both build up multinational capability packages and
share the use of jointly acquired capabilities.
109. By mid-2014, Bulgaria participates, through the EDA, in the
development of capabilities under the “European Air Transport Fleet (EATF)” and
“Maritime Surveillance Networking (MARSUR)” projects, “Multinational Modular
Medical Unit (M3U)”, “Military implementation of the Single European Sky and its
Air Traffic Management Research (SES/SESAR)”. Preliminary analyses have been
made and interest to join has been declared for the “European Satellite
Communication Procurement Cell (ESCPS) project. In the area of education and
training, leading functions on “Crisis Management for Disaster Relief” have been
submitted to the EU Military Committee.
110. In December 2013, the European Council adopted conclusions in the
area of European security and defense and approved the development of key to the
EU capabilities under joint projects in the following areas: “Air-to-Air Refueling
(AAR)”, “Remotely Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS)”, “Governmental Satellite
Communications (GOVSATCOM)” and “Cyber Defense”. EDA, in collaboration
with the nations and other competent NATO and EU structures, has elaborated road
maps and identified specific measures for their implementation in mid-term 20202025 perspective.
111.

The GOVSATCOM, RPAS, Cyber Defence and MARSUR projects,
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along with the activities of the Satellite Communication Procurement Group, directly
correspond to the priorities of the National Programme: Bulgaria in NATO and in
European Defence 2020 while other EDA programmes and initiatives, such as AAR
and SES/SESAR, are oriented at the effective employment of future multirole main
combat aircraft.
Future projects under the European Space Agency (ESA)
112. The European Council conclusions from December 2013 specify four
main areas where the EU is to develop capabilities within various timeframes until
2025, among which key is the Government Satellite Communications
(GOVSATCOM). The European Space Agency (ESA), in close collaboration with
the European Defence Agency, has been assigned a role in the development of these
capabilities.

EU Operational Programmes of possible dual use
113. The national stance which Bulgaria presented at the European Council
in December 2013 highlights a political decision on the future employment of the
European Structural Funds for the purposes of defence. A number of operational
programmes can be recognised for the implementation of dual-use projects, for
military and civilian purposes, by the National Programme: Bulgaria in NATO and
in European Defense 2020 through, and in close cooperation with, civil government
and non-government structures, organisations, institutes and enterprises. Thus, for
example, Operational Programme “Innovations and Competitiveness” can be used to
implement certain elements of the Cyber Defense project; Operational Programme
“Human Resources Development” could support the establishment of Automated
Information System and better human resource management in the MoD, whereas
Operational Programme “Science and Education for Intelligent Growth” could also
be of use in the area of human resources. In the future, in case of identified common
needs of the civil society and defence, projects of dual-use could be developed to
take advantage of European funding under other programmes under the EU
Structural and Cohesion Funds.
Regional Cooperation Initiatives
114. To enhance peace and security in South-East Europe, in 1996 the region
witnessed the start of the South-East Europe Defence Ministerial and Chiefs of
Defence Meetings (SEDM) Process. The activities undertaken in the context of the
SEDM Process contribute to the improvement of security environment in South-East
Europe in three main perspectives: promotion of regional cooperation and good
neighborly relations, strengthening regional defence capabilities, as well as
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cooperation through collective efforts and establishing links facilitating Euro-Atlantic
integration.
115. The Multinational Peace Force South-Eastern Europe (South-Eastern
Europe Brigade (SEEBRIG) was established in 1999 and was envisaged for
deployment in conflict prevention or peacekeeping UN and OSCE operations. The
training of the Brigade significantly contributes to the interoperability and
preparedness of participating units.
116. The Black Sea Naval Cooperation Task Group (BLACKSEAFOR)
initiative among the Navies of the Black Sea region states has been for years valuable
tool not only for the enhancement of confidence in the region but also for
improvement of naval capabilities through raising the level of preparation and
interoperability.
117. As an outcome of the annexation of Crimea and the support for
insurgent units in East Ukraine, the confidence in Russia has been compromised and
presently this initiative has been brought to a stalemate.
SEEDEFCO (South-East European Defence Cooperation)
118. Bulgaria will initiate consultations on the establishment of a new model
of regional cooperation in the area of defence in South-East Europe based on the
North European experience (NORDEFCO). The model will be oriented towards the
implementation of concrete projects, open and adaptive participation and
enhancement of defence capabilities and interoperability in the region. The activities
on the initiation of this process will involve:
 Elaboration and adoption of a concept as a basis to seek consensus among
the nations in the region and strategic partners;
 Joint review of the effectiveness and efficiency of the existing forms of
regional cooperation;
 Establishment of new modalities for cooperation in the area of defence in
South-East Europe.
Priority areas of bilateral cooperation
The USA: Funding provided under the U.S. Military Cooperation
Programmes is the third (besides NSIP and the Operational Programmes) mechanism
to obtain funds for capabilities development. It is directed at assisting MoD
investment projects and the build-up and support of other capabilities: establishment
of Battalion Battle Group within a mechanised brigade, establishment of Joint
Operation Center (JOC) of the Joint Forces Command, full completion of CIS and
further furnishing the required materiel to the Special Operations Forces and
modernisation of maritime units navigation systems. It is also envisaged to launch a
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project for the modernisation of the training field of Novo Selo Training Area after
consultations with the USA. Under way is the elaboration of a multi-annual bilateral
defence and industrial partnership programme.
Germany: Bulgaria’s joining to the group led by Germany as Framework
Nation has been declared in the context of the initiative in search of a practical
mechanism for burden sharing within the Alliance through cooperation in joint
capabilities development. Under way is the development of multi-annual bilateral
defence and industrial partnership programme.
Italy: Joint activities on investment project for the acquisition of multirole
combat fighter for the needs of the Bulgarian Air Force, joint flight trainings,
cooperation with the Mine Warfare Data Center, participation in the Virtual Regional
Maritime Traffic Center (V-RMTC), etc.
Poland: Provision of the capacities of Novo Selo Training Area for the needs
of Bydgoszcz Joint Force Training Centre.
Romania: Sharing of experience in the acquisition of multirole combat
aircraft.
Turkey: Finalisation of the intergovernmental Agreement on trans-border Air
Policing operations.
Greece: Consultations on the acquisition of multirole fighter (integrated
logistic support, preparation and training with the participation of the Bulgarian
Defence Industry); future establishment of Military Air Transport training centre
(through pooling of capabilities within the framework of the European Air Transport
Fleet (EATT), employment and servicing of Spartan C-27J aircraft by both parties;
perpetuation of the intensive activities and joint flight training under the Air Policing
Government-to-Government Agreement.
Croatia: Considering the opportunities to join the Balkan Regional Approach
for Air Defence (BRAAD) Smart Defence project on condition of 75% allied funding
of all NATO external borders radars.
d) Assignment of analytical function for identification and initiation of
new opportunities under international programmes and initiatives.
119. In support of the MoD policy for implementation of the National
Programme: Bulgaria in NATO and in European Defence 2020, joint
statements/letters of intent will be effected to frame the commitments to the
development of further enhanced military cooperation both on bilateral and
multilateral basis and with NATO and EU Agencies.
120. For the establishment and support of the cooperation process, a new
office will be opened in the Ministry of Defence for identification, analysis and
initiation of new opportunities for the implementation of international programmes
and initiatives.
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VIII. Establishment of a new state “Smart Defence” Special Revenue
Fund
a) Aim of the Fund
 Provision of additional funding to cover the chronic shortages in the MoD
budget, allocated for target financing of the priority investment projects set out in the
National Programme: Bulgaria in NATO and in European Defense 2020;
 Improvement of the MoD property management effectiveness (increase of
revenues from management and administration of the movable and immovable
property, decommissioned armaments and assets);
 Provision of incentives to the control and business management of trading
companies, whose principal is the Minister of Defence, in view of gaining higher
profit, respectively higher financial revenues and dividends for the state;
 Enhanced institutional control over the targeted use of the funds raised and
better publicity of the activities and events related to the acquisition of new military
assets and defence and security systems.
b) Functions of the Fund:
121. The Fund controls the financial resources granted and/or reallocated to
priority investment projects for the acquisition of new military equipment and
defence and security systems in compliance with the priorities set out in the National
Programme: Bulgaria in NATO and in European Defense 2020.
122. The Fund performs its activities pursuant to the Law on Defence and
the Armed Forces of the Republic of Bulgaria, agreements with donors and the
effective legislation and does not act under the Consolidated State Budget.
Pursuing its ends, the Fund operates based on the following principles:
 Transparency of funds management;
 Prioritisation of funded projects in accordance with the needs of national
interest and needs of collective defence;
 When assessing the priority of projects, the Fund looks into promoting
interoperability and achievement of the declared capability targets adhering to the
principle of armament and assets acquisition at minimal financial price for the local
community spending.
c) Fund-raising
123. After the respective amendments to the Law on Defence and the Armed
Forces, the Fund revenues are to be raised through:
 Sales of movable property of the MoD, including armaments, equipment
and systems;
 Financial revenues consisting of interest on current accounts or bank
deposits of the Fund;
 Reallocation of profit tax and/or due dividend to the state by trading
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companies with over 51% of the capital, over which the Minister of Defence
exercises the rights of the state;
 Grants by international institutions, international organisations and funds,
national and foreign natural persons and legal entities.
 Other not stated in the above sources revenues, including such from rents
paid in favor of the MoD and the other legal entities – second level budget spending
units to the Minister of Defence.
d) Fund’s Spending
124. The financial resources of the Fund are spent on:
 Target funding of MoD priority investment projects;
 Fund upkeep in compliance with annual revenue and spending budget as
approved by the Fund Management Board.
e) Fund Management
125. The Fund is managed by a Board consisting of members, as follows:
 Deputy Minister of Defence to be the Chair of the Management Board;
 Representative of the Ministry of Finance;
 Representative of the Ministry of Economy and Energy;
 Representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs;
 Representative of the President of the Republic of Bulgaria;
 Representative of the Security Council to the Council of Ministers;
 Representative of the Bulgarian Defence Industry Association – Co-Chair
of the Steering Board of the Industrial Forum;
 Representative of the scientific community - Co-Chair of the Steering Board
of the Industrial Forum;
 National Armaments Director;
 Representative of the Chief of Defence.
126. The functions of the Secretariat to the Fund are performed by the
respective structure of the MoD, competent in the area of project management.
127. The decisions of the Management Board are adopted with a majority of
6 of the Board members.
128. According to past budget track records, including for 2014, the
recognised revenues for the MoD budget had been received mainly along two lines:
from the activities of second level spending units and from the sale of released
surplus military real estates, excess armaments and equipment and surplus property.
129. Analysing the trends of MoD revenues, the past few years’ period
reveals regular reduction, especially regarding the sale of non-finance assets. The
opportunities for sale of surplus armament and equipment are on the decrease while
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the remaining decommissioned military real estates are hardly attractive or the
resources required for their renovation or demolition require considerable means. At
the same time, the rest of the revenues result from the activities of the military units,
the structures directly subordinated to the Minister of Defence and the Armed Forces
as budget spending authority but are still negligible.
130. The newly adopted Public Finance Act (PFA), effective as of 1 January,
2013, does not allow over-performance revenue for any current budget year to be
used as a source of additional expenditure under the budget of the respective
Ministry, subsequently the Ministry of Defence. As part of the strategy related to the
provision of additional funds to overcome the underfinancing under the MoD budget,
an amendment to the budgetary practice has been proposed, analogous to the
budgetary practice until 2012, entitling the Minister of Finance, on proposal by the
Minister of Defence, to amend the budget of the MoD on account of proceeds on
disposal of real estates, surplus armaments, equipment and ammunitions deducted by
the respective implementation costs of the transaction borne by the seller thus
increasing the cost item of the capital expenditures. All this would call for
amendments to the Public Finance Act and the 2015 Draft State Budget of the
Republic of Bulgaria Law allowing the Ministry of Defence not to apply the
constraints under Article 26, paragraph 4 of the PFA regarding the revenue from
sales of military real estate, armaments and equipment performed by the Ministry.
Accordingly, the Final Provisions of the 2015 Draft State Budget of the Republic of
Bulgaria Law and of the forthcoming years should task the Minister of Finance, on
proposal by the Minister of Defence, to enter amendments to the MoD budget on
account of the proceeds on the administration of real estate, surplus armaments,
equipment and ammunitions reduced by the respective transaction implementation
costs borne by the seller, to increase the cost item part for capital expenditures.
131. The proposed amendments will allow, by generating practical
opportunity, to administer real estate, surplus armaments, equipment and
ammunitions so that the revenues received by the Ministry of Defence could be
funneled at the acquisition and maintenance of armaments and equipment, renovation
and care for the building stock and other capital expenditures to mitigate the lasting
trend towards decapitalisation of armaments, equipment and property of the Ministry
due to chronic shortage of financial resources.

D. IMPLEMENTATION
IX. Risk Management in Support of the Implementation of the
Programme.
132. In the process of the National Programme development, it is envisaged
to introduce risk management of its implementation. Introducing risk assessment in
the course of the Programme implementation, we aim at effective risk reduction
through optimal organisation policy. The milestones for the achievement of this goal
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are identification of the risk situation, organisation of risk operational monitoring and
control over acceptable risk levels.
133. The MoD avails of an established risk management system under
Article 4, paragraph 7; Article 7, paragraph 1 and Article 12, paragraphs 1-4 of the
Financial Management and Control in the Public Sector Act and the Strategy for Risk
Management in Defence Programmes (Ministerial Order n. OH-278/11.05.2011;
Ministerial Order n. OH-728/18.10.2012).

Fig. 9
134. Factors which determine risk are multifaceted and diverse in type. For
analysis purposes, they have been classified as internal for the Agency (for the
MoD), interagency (the executive branch) and external. From MoD’s standing point,
internal risks are manageable, interagency risks are partially manageable and external
risks are estimated as only just manageable. The recognition of the national status of
the “Bulgaria in NATO and the European Defence 2020” Programme transforms
interagency risks into manageable and external – into partially manageable.
135. Defence capabilities acquisition projects are the core of the National
Programme and to this end, assessment of the Programme’s risks has been
undertaken in view of projects implementation. The 12 most serious for the
programme risks whose probability and level of influence exceed medium level are,
as follows:
 Under-performance of GDP-growth macroeconomic indicators;
 Insufficient funding of capital expenditures;
 Delay in the implementation of Capability Targets 2013 activities;
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 Reduction of priority projects related to NATO capabilities areas;
 Unforeseen expenditures ensuing from MoD and Government decisions;
 Delay in defence capabilities build-up;
 Insufficient combat training to achieve interoperability with NATO and the
EU;
 Delay in the equipment of units with armaments, assets and materiel
compliant with NATO standards;
 Imposition of additional financial constraints on certain project;
 Weakened coordination and interchange among security sector institutions;
 Non-defence related activities in resource management;
 Non-performance of the tasks in the area of surplus ammunition utilisation
and property realisation.
X. Plan of the necessary amendments to normative legal acts.
136. Prognostic amendments to normative legal acts necessary for the
achievement of the goals set out in the Programme, consistent with the proposed
decisions:
 Adoption of Acts to amend and supplement 7 Acts: the Law on Defence and
the Armed Forces of the Republic of Bulgaria, the Public Finance Act, the State
Budget of the Republic of Bulgaria Act for the respective year, the State Property
Act, the Municipal Property Act, the Public Procurement Act, the Act on Passage
through and Presence within the Territory of the Republic of Bulgaria of Allied and
Foreign Armed Forces.
 Adoption of International Treaties Ratification Acts; conclusion of
international treaties under the provisions of the International Treaties of the Republic
of Bulgaria Act; possibly, need to amend effective as of the moment international
agreements;
 Adoption of decisions by the National Assembly on the approval of
investment expenditures projects for acquisition and/or modernisation of armaments,
assets and equipment for the needs of the Armed Forces when the value of each one
of the projects exceeds 100 million BGN;
 Adoption of decisions by the Council of Ministers on the approval of
investment expenditures projects for aquisition and/or modernisation of armaments,
assets and equipment for the needs of the Armed Forces when the value of each one
of the projects is from 50 to 100 million BGN;
 Adoption of new or amendment and supplement to 4 Decrees of the Council
of Ministers: adoption of a new Plan for the Development of the Armed Forces;
establishment of a State Agency or transformation of an existing one; amendment and
supplement to the Regulations for Application of the Public Procurement Act;
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amendment and supplement to the Rules of Organisation and Procedure of the
Ministry of Defence.
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